FOREWORD

Last year a group of British librarians, who are especially interested in the continuous development and increasing use of our Classification, met informally with Dr. D. J. Campbell, Librarian of the Chester Beatty Research Institute of the Royal Cancer Hospital in London, and Mr. C. B. Freeman, Librarian of the Institute of Education of the University College of Hull. The purpose was to propose a committee to cooperate with the author and the publisher of the Classification to continue its development. Both Dr. Campbell and Mr. Freeman had prior correspondence with the author and the publisher, and we had all concurred in the proposal to cooperate in issuing successive pamphlets or bulletins to convey information and communicate comment and opinion. Accordingly Dr. Campbell and Mr. Freeman announced the project in the Library Association Record of June 1953, in the chapter for Correspondence. They proposed to receive and communicate information in the stated interests. They supplemented that proposal with a list of 42 libraries that were then being classified by our Classification.

Some months later a second letter was sent out to the several journals that had published their preceding proposal, and to all the librarians who were known to be classifying by the B. C. This proposed to collect and distribute additional items, notes, revisions of special subjects, outlines of expansions, and suggestions; and it proposed a committee to meet the following
April during the Conference of the University and Research section of the Library Association.

After further correspondence, a meeting was held at Chaucer House, London, the 26th of April, 1954, twelve librarians being present. Mr. C. C. Barnard was chosen Chairman. To compose the British Committee for the Bibliographic Classification four members were then elected: Mr. B. J. Ford, of the University of London, Mr. A. E. Fountain, of the Ministry of Health, London, Mr. C. B. Freeman, of the University College of Hull, and Dr. D. J. Campbell, of the Institute of Cancer Research, Dr. Campbell to be Secretary of the Committee. This Committee would represent the relevant interests of the British librarians using the Classification. Materials submitted for publication should be addressed to the Secretary.

Meanwhile the author had gathered from several sources about a hundred additional items and corrections, many of which should be communicated as soon as would be economically feasible. Besides these a few paragraphs of advice and information would be of interest. There was enough to make a pamphlet of about twenty pages, including a revised list of the libraries known to be classifying their collections by the B. C., the number having increased to about sixty.

To the users of the Classification it is important that new, emergent, and additional subjects and terms should not merely be provided for in the schedules but should be inserted and actualized therein, and in the Index. So they should be communicated, published, and made available. This service can be rendered most economically by cooperation in finding, communicating, and compiling them, and by publishing them in successive pamphlets, or bulletins, such as the present one, rather than in needlessly frequent editions of the expensive complete volumes. When, after several years, a sufficient
accumulation is on hand, a complete new edition, we hope, may be convenient and economical.

Additions and even expansions can usually be adjusted to the schedules, but such adaptation requires adequate knowledge of the construction and the resources of the system, as well as proper knowledge of the subjects, their relations, and interests. Moreover consistency is requisite to avoid confusion in using the system. Our system admits, perhaps more conveniently than others, such alternatives and adjustments, with many references and notes; but alterations in the schedules necessitate changes in the Index, and sometimes additional notes and references.

Special expansions for specialized libraries may be of interest to other libraries in the same or closely related fields, and sometimes room for them could be found in our Bulletin, if they would fill only a page or two; or outlines of them, or descriptions, could be so published. Our second Bulletin will probably contain such matters transmitted from the British Committee.

More extensive versions and fundamental changes in the system are, however, beyond the scope of this Bulletin, except in a suggestive way for consideration. But they might, if valid, be incorporated in a subsequent edition of the complete Classification.

H. E. B.

August 1954
NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Australian National University at the capital city, Canberra, by the action of its Council on the recommendation of its Librarian, Mr. A. L. C. McDonald, adopted about 1948 for its recently instituted Library our Bibliographic Classification, though the publication was then still incomplete. Mr. McDonald, having studied the several available classifications, found the B. C. superior in certain respects for his Library, and he had the courage of conviction in so adopting it. In his decision he was probably influenced by the published approbation of Mr. John Harris, then Librarian of the University of Otago, at Dunedin, New Zealand, who had adopted the B. C. there in 1936 and in the twelve years of experience with it had found it efficient and educative. Moreover in 1948 several important libraries in London had adopted the B. C. and had found it not only superior but efficient; and they probably had said so in reports and communications. Besides there had been several commendations in reviews. Mr. McDonald had doubtless reported this experience and commendation to the Council of his University. He also wrote to the publisher regarding the probable date of the completion of the Classification, and the likelihood of obtaining in advance copies of schedules that were needed especially.

In view of these facts the aspersions of certain editorial comment in the Australian Library Journal last year appear to be unjustified, if not captious. The resulting rejoinder in three letters that followed presented the question in a clearer light, and more judiciously. The author and the publisher of the B. C., the H. W. Wilson Company, take occasion to thank the writers of those informative and corrective expressions.
We thank Mr. D. A. Cameron-Brown, of the Polytechnic Library School in London, for showing us that in our section PW, Christian Societies, in the sub-section PWF, we had misplaced the Trappists as reformed Carthusians, whereas we should have placed them as reformed Cistercians in sub-section PWE.

TW, National Income. If the term National Income means that of the entire nation, place it in TTH, but if it means the income of a single government or nation, it should be placed under TW, with the letter for the nation added from Schedule 2, and after a comma, the proper letter from Schedule 20b, thus, for the national income of England TWe,D.

Schedule 17 (follows QB), subdivision ,N: Regulation, by legislation, supervision, inspection, or otherwise, of any industry, agency, service, or administrative office, profession, trade, etc., may either be subordinated under the special subject according to Schedule 17, from which the appropriate letter would be suffixed after a comma, or it may be subordinated to one of the captions in the latter half of RG, Administration of Government. If none of these captions fits the subject-matter (RGK-RGW), RGY is residuary for other special subjects. If the subject is for or by a particular state, nation, etc., it would be subordinated likewise under RH, applying Schedule 2 and Schedule 18, subdivision ,R, or Schedule 18a ,K - ,Y.
The Systematic and Auxiliary Schedules are listed and located in Table IV, which is placed in Vol. I-II and in Vol. III, just ahead of the detailed schedules. The auxiliary schedules are located for convenience in contiguity with the Classes to which they are respectively relevant.

Sculpture in the Arts, Class V, was classified in two sections, VE and VF. The history and biography has less than one page. So there was not room to name the historic sculptors, as the historic painters were named, and in literatures the chief poets and authors, dramatists and novelists, and in History kings, queens, presidents, and the chief statesmen. In general Schedule I is applicable under the respective sections and sub-sections, and so the mnemonic I (Schedule I) for Biography is indicated under VEC, and is likewise applicable under the other sub-sections as the note at the head of the section advises. Yet it may prove convenient to include the chief sculptors in the Index; so they are added to the addenda in the following pages.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

Note: In the following list of additions and corrections the words or phrases in the printed volumes are here enclosed in quotation marks; and those to be added or changed follow a colon. Changes in the Index which correspond to changes in the Schedules are listed with the latter in the first section of the list and are not repeated in the second section, which contains changes affecting the Index only.

Schedules and Index

Table IV, List of Systematic Auxiliary Schedules, after Schedule 16 add: 16a, For Sub-classification under any Religious Society, Community, or Order, not a Church or Sect, this Schedule follows section PW in Vol. III.
Schedule 20, line 2, change "TNJ" to: TNY.
Schedule 22, add as line 2: This Schedule follows sub-section VXP in Vol. III.

Table VI, The Most Important Literal Mnemonics, QI, change "Inferior Races" to: Inferiorities in Races.

Schedule 1, Numeral Subdivisions of Any Class or Section, 5, line 8, after "Maps" add: Graphs, and after "Expeditions" add: Surveys.

Index to Schedule 1, insert: Graphs, 5; Standards, 5. Surveys, 5.
Schedule 2, For Geographical Subdivision, Condensed, h, line 1, change "Europe" to: Europe.

Schedule 2, Expanded, gl, change "Leon" to: León.
Under js, insert: jsy Liège.

Schedule IV, For Subdivision by Historical Periods, IV, insert: Post-war period, Mid-century, 1945-60. Index, insert: Post-war period (Europe), MDP, MDR; Sched. 4, V

ACE, line 6, change spelling to: Spinoza.

AHWI, after "Individuality" add: See also under Individual Psychology, II.
AKW, insert under AKV: AKW Writing scientific papers.

AWP, after "Surveying" add: Surveys.

AWW, after "purposes" add: Special surveys.

BDW, insert as line 3, indented like line 2: Prime Movers. Index, insert: Prime movers, BDW; or UOB.
BEH, add after a comma: Nucleonics.
   Index, insert: Nucleonics, BEH

BFF, change last three words to roman type.

BFS, insert as line 6: Geiger counters. See also BOT.
   Index, Geiger counters, before "BOT," insert: BFS; or

BGQ, add as line 1, indented one space under "Density": Condensed Matter.
   Index, Matter, Condensed forms of, change "BGQ" to: BGQ.
   In line 6, after "Adsorption" change "of" to: on.
   Index, Adsorption, line 3, change second dash to: on

BHC, insert as line 4: Phlogiston theory.
   Index, insert: Phlogiston theory (Heat), BHC

BHY, line 2, change reference to: BKQ.

BKE, insert as line 2: See also Rheology, BQI.

BOS, insert as line 8: Vibrators.
   Index, insert: Vibrators (electrical), BOS

BOT, line 2, after "Geiger counters" add: Better in BFS.
   In line 3, change reference to: CCO-CNU.
   Add as line 6, indented like "Microphones": Transistors.
   Index, insert: Transistors (Radio), BOT
   - in Hearing-aids, HXL

BOY, insert 3 lines above "Video":
   Telecinematograph.
   Color-television.
   Special subjects, processes, methods, etc.

BPV, line 8, omit the "e" in Sound-ranging.

BXY, line 1, change to read: in HX, The Ear and Hearing.

BQI, after line 2 add: Rheology. See also Electric Currents, BKE.
   Index, delete "Rheology, BDI; BGE" and insert: Rheology (Fluids, Currents), BQI; or BKE

CAL, insert as line 2: Safety in.

CFY, insert as line 7 above the references: Microcinematography.

Schedule 8 (following CH), K, delete "Adaptable" and insert: Isotopes.

CKZ, add as line 3: Carbides.
   Index, insert: Carbides of non-ferrous metals, CKZ
CNW, add as line 4, indented like "Silicates": Silicones.
   Index, insert: Silicones (Chemistry), CNW

COR, add, indented like "Preparations": Organic Polymers.

CQM, line 3, add: Phenoxy compounds.
   Index, insert: Phenoxy compounds (Chem.), CQM
   Add as line 4, indented like "Alcohols": Sterols.

CTC, add as line 4, indented like "Laboratory Manuals": Safety in.
   Index, Laboratories, Safety in, change "CTC" to: CTC
   Safety-devices, change two lines to read:
   Safety-devices in Aviation, BTP
   -- -- chemical laboratories, CAL, CTC

CTL, delete line 5, "Safety Devices."

CTQ, insert as line 6, indented like "Conditioning": CTQR Ion-exchange
   Resins as solvents. See also CVPT.
   Index, under Ion-exchange resins, insert: -- -- as solvents, CTQR

CUM, insert as line 2, indented one space: Organic Plastics.

CVP, insert as line 11, indented like "Shellac": CVPT Ion-exchange Resins. See also CTQR.

CYC, insert as line 5, indented like "Carbonization": Hydrogenation of Coal.

DBH, line 2, spell with e before "a": Sidereal Time.
   Index, under Time, insert line: Sidereal, DBH

DNL, insert as line 2, indented one space: Fossiliferous rocks or deposits.
   Index, under Rock, Rocks, insert three lines:
   Clastic, DNR
   Fossiliferous, DNL
   Fragmental, DNR

DNR, insert as line 2: Clastic rocks.
   Insert as line 4: Fragmental rocks.

DRS, line 3, before "Silts" insert: Sediments.
   Lines 4-6, change to read:
   Marine formations, Topography, Mountains, Ridges, Gorges, Canyons.
   Temperature.
   Density.
   Index, under Ocean (-s), insert three lines:
   Gorges, Canyons, DRS
   Mountains, Ridges, DRS
   Sediments, Silts, DRS
DRU, line 7, delete "Shore-line protection."
   Insert as line 8, indented one space under "Shores": Erosion, Shore-
   line protection.
   Index, under Shore, Shores, insert line: Erosion of, DRU

DWO, note, line 10, change "EH" to EF.

DWU, lines 2-3, change the reference to read: Microphotography and Micro-
   cinematography see in CFY.

EBC, add, after a colon; Tissue-culture.

EG, insert: Cytological effects of Radiation. See also EAI.

ELF, line 1, change "Coagulated" to; Compound.
   Index, under Protein (-s), change "Coagulated" to; Compound

EIO, insert: Hormones. Alternative to EEL.

EIQ, insert: Vitamins. Alternative to GDP.
   Index, Vitamins, before "GDP" insert: EIQ;

FSZI, add: Sage-bush.
   Index, insert: Sage-bush (Artemisia), FSZI

GCO, add: Mucous secretions.

GDK, insert as line 3, indented like "Transformation": Secretions; Saliva,
   Ptyalin. See also HFF.

GEK, add the reference: See also HEP under Human Physiology.

GLLP, change "y" after "H" to; ae in Haemocystosoa.

GQVS, add: Drosophila.

GVUF, italicize Roccus.
   Index, Roccus, italicize.

HBE, change "e" to; ae in Archaeology.

HBEP, change "y" to; i in Sinanthropus.

HBG, change "e" to; ae in Archaeological.

HBGE, after "Piltdown man" insert; (?)

HBGH, change to: HBG Heidelberg man.
   Insert; HBG Neanderthal man, Homo primigenius.
   Index, under Homo insert line; - primigenius, HBGH
HEP, insert: HEP Glands.
Index, Glands, after "GEK" insert: HEP;

HFC, line 2, before "Ptyalin" insert: Saliva.

HFU, insert as line 4: G Phlegm.

HHVC, after "Preserved" insert: Canned,

HIH, line 2, after "Transport" add: Irradiation of foods.
Index, under Food (-s), Human, Dehydrated, transfer "Frozen, HIH; HHVC" to precede "Impurities," and indented like it.
Insert line, indented like "Inspection": Irradiation, HIH

HIL, insert as line 4: I Ion-exchange resins in.
Index, under Ion-exchange resins, insert: -- -- in water supply, HILI

HLI, line 4, change "Skulling" to: Sculling.

HOW, in the reference change "HSNN" to: HSMN.

HPJ, insert two lines:
P Cytological diagnosis.
Q Exfoliated Cytology.
Index, under Cytology, insert: Exfoliated, HPJQ

HPNF, line 4, end, change period to comma and add: Fibroids.
Index, insert: Fibroids (Pathology), HPNF

HPNF, change "Elithelial" to: Epithelial.

HPR, insert line: W Protein-deficiency diseases.
Index, under Disease (-s), insert: Protein-deficiency, HPRW

HRJT, after "Leukaemias" delete the period and add: (Leuc-);

HSP, insert as line 4: N Prosthesis in general.
Index, insert: Prosthesis (Surgery), HSPN; -P

HWIG, change "e" to: a in Cataract.

HXI, line 3, after "Hearing-aids" change the period to a semicolon and add: Transistors in.

HZR, line 2, change the last "c" to: s in Idiosyncrasy.

IOK, after "Telepathy" add: Paranormal, Supersensory, or Extrasensory Perception, Psi.
Index, under Perception, insert line: Extrasensory, Supersensory, IOK
IQI, Insert: Variational Psychology. See also Differential Psychology, especially IHA.
    Index, under Psychology, insert: Variational, IHA; IQI

KCBK, KCBL, place the diaeresis over the second "o" in cooperation.

KCCD, spell Accommodation with double m.

KCO, insert line: T Industrial organization.
    Index, Industrial organization of society, before "TBB" add: KCO;

KE, line 1, delete "Life" and the comma after it, and after "Culture" add; Alternative is KF.

KF, line 4, change "e" to: ae in Archaeology.

KORU, insert e after "n" in Senegalese.

KRRV, spell Württembergers with double t.

KSZ, insert i after "T" in Tierra del Fuego.

KVJ, move "Netherlands" one space to the left, indented like "Southern Europe."

KVK, insert as line 1, indented like "Southern Europe"; Central Europe;
    In line 2, after "Germany," indented as now printed, delete "including Austria."

KVL, before "Czecho-Slovakia" insert, indented like "Germany": Austria and
    Index, Austria, Geography, Human, and Travels, change "KVK" to: KVL

KVS, move "Poland" one space to the left, indented like "Northern Europe."

LDI, insert as line 3, indented one space: The Ancient and Modern compared.
    Index, insert: Ancient and Modern Cultures, LDI

MKP,Q, line 2, MKP,R, lines 5 and 8, change final "v" to: w in Władisław.

MKP,T, line 6, change second "o" to: a in Poltava.

MKP,U, insert z after second "s" in Kosciusko and add: (-sco).

MLR, lines 4 and 5, spell the names Ladislas V and Ladislas II.

MQN, line 5, change "Leon" to: León.

MTP, change "nne" to: née in Pyrenees and delete "Mts."

MWET, MWEW, move lines one space to the left, indented like "Surrey."

MWUT, delete the second "e" in Westmorland.
MWN, delete "Newcastle-under-Lyme."
   Index, delete "Newcastle-under-Lyme, MWPN"

MWY, change "Anglesea" to: Anglesey.
   Index, change "Anglesea" to: Anglesey

MWY, change "Ransey" to: Ramsey.
   Index, change "Ransey" to: Ramsey, and transfer line to proper place.

NWM, line 3, insert z after second "s" in Kosciuszko and add: (-so).

NEB, add line; P Progressive movement in Political parties.
   Index, under Progressive, insert line; - movement to Political parties,
   NEBP

NIA, after "1945-" add: 53.
   Index, insert line: Truman, Harry, President of U.S., NIA

NIB, insert line; NIB Dwight D. Eisenhower, President, 1953-
   Index, insert line; Eisenhower, Dwight D., President of U.S., NIB

NT,WT, line 2, after "1946-" add: 52.

NT,Y, add as line 3; Ruiz Cortines, 1952-
   Index, insert lines;
   Cortines, Ruiz, Pres. of Mexico, NT,Y
   Ruiz Cortines, Pres. of Mexico, NT,Y

NVU, insert two lines, indented like "Dominica":
   C Antigua and Barbuda,
   M Montserrat.
   Index, insert lines;
   Antigua, NVUC
   Barbuda, NVUC
   Montserrat, NVUM

NXPD, line 3, change "Tomás" to: Thomé.

NXW, line 3, delete the acute accent in Recife.
   Index, Recife, change "NXWP" to: NXW

NYNO, line 1, change "Benálcazar" to: Benalcázar.

ORJ, add line; E Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
   Index, insert lines;
   Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, ORJE
   Jordan, ORJE

OXE, end of line, add: Ibadan.
   Index, insert line; Ibadan, OXE
OXJ, line 2, change "Accra, port" to: Accra, capital, and add: Kumasi. Index, change "Accra, port on the Gold Coast" to: Accra, capital of the Gold Coast, and transfer the lines to the proper place. Insert line: Kumasi, Ashanti, Africa, OXJ

OYGG, after "Tristan" change "de" to: da.

PESL, change spelling to: Spinozan.

PRH, insert line: PRH Saints, Sainthood.
Index, Saints, sainthood, delete "PNFA;"

PWE, line 3, add: Trappists (Reformed Cistercians).
Index, Trappists, change "PWE" to: PWE

PWF, after "Carthusians" change the comma to a period and delete "and Trappists (Reformed Carthusians)."

QAD, as line 3 add the reference: See also Welfare State.

QCT, add as line 2, indented one space: Donations for Social-economic Welfare. Alternative to TLAQ.
Index, under Corporations, insert line: Donations for Welfare, QCT; or TLAQ
Under Donations, insert line: Corporations, QCT; or TLAQ

RAR, line 1, after "Revolt" add: Rebellion.
Add as line 3: Secession.
Add as lines 6-7:
Underground Resistance.
Infiltration by invaders.
Index, Secession, delete "; or RAY"
Insert line: Infiltration by invaders (Polit. Sci.), RAR

RAY, add as line 7, indented like "Minorities": Welfare State.
Add as line 8: See also Organized Social Amelioration, QAD.
Index, under Welfare, insert lines:
- donations by corporations, QCT; or TLAQ
- state, RAY; or QAD

RKD, insert as line 3, indented like "National": Dominions.
Index, insert line: Dominions, RKD

RMW, line 3, change "a" to: e in Belligerency.

RPN, insert three lines, indented:
H Fire-extinguishers.
K Chemical extinguishers. Alternative is CYx.
M Steam, or Fog, method.
Index, under Fire (-s), Protection, Fire-fighting, indented one space, insert line: Steam, or Fog, method, RPNM
TAT, line 1, add: Cycles. See also TJD.
Index, under Economic, insert line: - cycles, TAT

TCL, insert as line 2, indented; Agrarianism.
Index, insert line: Agrarian movements, Agrarianism, TCL; LGE; MCE

TCO, insert as line 4, indented like "Quasi-rent": Regulation of.
Index, Rent, line 1, delete "of land".
Insert as line 3; - of land, TCM
Insert as line 5; Regulation of, TCO; ROY; Sched. 17, 0

TDB, add as line 3, indented like "Industrial": Undertakings of "Enter-
prise" (Business).
Index, under Business, insert line; Undertakings of, TDB
Under Undertakings, insert line: - of "Enterprise" (Business), TDB.

TLA, insert as line 4, indented like "Relations": Q Donations for Wel-
fare. Alternative is QCT.
In lines 2, 3, 5, and 6 the letters C, K, R, and T should precede as
added to the notation, respectively.

TQW, change "Pawn Brokers" to: Pawnbrokers.

TW, Schedule 20b, TW-
D, after "Revenues" insert: Income;
Add in the line below; See also TTH.
Index, National income, after "TTH" insert: ; or Sched. 20b, D

UAKL, after "Weed-killers" insert: Herbicides.
Index, insert line: Herbicides (Agriculture), UAKL

UKV, insert line, indented like "Dead Reckoning": Q Loran, Long-distance
radar navigation.
Index, insert line; Loran (Navigation), UKVQ

USV, change "v" to: w in Lawn-mowers.

UVW, line 2, end, change reference to: USC-D.

UXC, line 3, end, change reference to: QH3-QHY.

VEGA, delete the "e" before "i" in Archaic.

VKK, delete the second "n" in Sienese.

VKTB, spell Dürrer with the umlaut.

VLCI, spell Zurbarán with the acute accent.

VLIQ, line 2, before "and others" insert: Walter Firle.
Index, insert line; Firle, Walter, German painter, VLIQ
VLKT, after "Etty" insert; Fildes.
Index, insert line; Fildes, Luke, English painter, VLKT

VWJS, add the reference; See also VWL-Q, Mechanical Rendition and Recording of Music.

VWUC, after "English Horn" add; (Cor anglais).
Index, insert line; Cor anglais (musical instrument), VWUC; VXUH
Under Horn, Horns, Musical, English, Scores for, change "VXUV" to: VXUH

VWUN, Percussion Instruments, move line to left, indented like "Wind Instruments."
Change "e" to: i in Idiophones.
Index, Idiophones, change "VWUP" to: VWUN

VWUS, "Historic, Exotic, Primitive, and other Instruments," move line to left, indented like "Wind Instruments."

VWUT, delete "Scotch Bag-pipe, etc."

VWUU-Y, delete the four lines and insert one line; V Scotch Bagpipe.
Index, Bagpipe, delete the hyphen and change "VWUT" to; VWUV

VWV, change "Orchestral Music" to; Orchestral and Chamber Music.
Retain lines B-P and T, and insert new lines;
S Jazz Orchestras and Music. Alternative to VWX.
U Chamber Music;
V String Quartette and Trio.
W Piano and Violin.
Y Other groups, or ensembles.
Index, under Music, Chamber, change "VWJ; VWU" to; VWUU-Y
Piano and Violin, change "-UV" to: -VW
String quartette, change "VWUV" to: VWV
- trio, change "VWUV" to: VWV

VWYB, after "Chanteys" add; Sea-chanteys.
Index, under Chanteys, insert line; - (Music) VWYB; VXJY
Under Music, Vocal, insert line; Chanteys, Sea-chanteys, VWYB
Under Music, Vocal, Scores, Special, insert line; Chanteys, Sea-
chanteys, VXJY
Insert line; Sea-chanteys (Sea-shanties), VWYB; VXJY
Under Seamen, indented one space, insert line; Chanteys (chants) of,
VWYB; VXJY

VWYJ-K, change to read;
J Jazz Music. See also VWWS.
K Fiddles, Banjos, and other Popular Musical Instruments not named
elsewhere in VWT-U.
Index, Banjo, change "-YJ" to; YK and add; ; VXV
Fiddle, change "VWYJ" to; VWKV and add; ; VXV
Insert line; Jazz Music, VWYJ; VWWS; VXNQ; VXFV
Under Music, insert line indented like "Irish": Jazz, VWYJ; VWWS;
VXNQ; VXFV
VNXM, add the reference: See also VWQR, Recording, under Publication.

VXMB, after "Sonatas" change the period to a comma and add: Parts, or movements, of.

VXOP, after "Preludes" add: Choral Preludes.
   Index, insert lines:
      Choral Preludes (Music), VWJY; VXOP
      Preludes (Music), VWJY; VXOP

VXOS, insert line: S Fugues.
   Index, Fugue (Music), after "WIL" add: ; VXOS

VXP, Schedule 22, transfer four lines (the heading and the three lines in italics) to precede the subdivisions 2-8, above.

VXUH, insert line, indented like "I For Transposing Oboe": H English Horn (Cor anglais), Scores for the.
   Delete the line "VXUW, English Horn, Scores for the," and in the line below, after "Saxophone" add: Scores for the, to replace the ditto marks.

VXUK-Y, delete "VXU" at the head of the lines, leaving only the single letters K, T, U, W, and Y.

VXY, add as line 2, indented one space: Plectral Instruments: Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, Zither, etc.
   Index, under Guitar, insert line, indented: Scores for, VXY
      Under Mandolin, insert line, indented: Scores for, VXY
      Under Zither, insert line, indented: Scores for, VXY

XQO, change "Léon" to: Léon.

XWJ, spell Vogelweide without the umlaut.

XWLM, spell Gartenaere without the umlaut.

XZL, line 5, change the "a" to: e in Verwey.

YW, after "Lighter Vein" add: Popular Poetry.
   Index, under Poetry, Kinds of, Popular (Folk-lore), insert line: - (Literature), YW
Insert:

Aspirin (Drugs), HNG; or HNHL
Barnard, American sculptor, VESL
Bartlett, American sculptor, VESL
Bayre, French sculptor, VEMS
Bitter, American sculptor, VESL
Borghlum, American sculptor, VESL
Canova, Italian sculptor, VEOl
Canvassing (Selling), TJSN
Carpeaux, French sculptor, VEMS
Cataracts (Water-falls), DRS
Chapu, French sculptor, VEMS
Clodion, French sculptor, VEMS
Dannecker, German sculptor, VELS
Dubois, Paul, French sculptor, VEMS
Epstein, Jacob, English sculptor, VEOl
Études (Music), VWJY
Flaxman, English sculptor, VEOl
Frampton, English sculptor, VEOl
Frémiet, French sculptor, VEMS
French, Daniel C., American sculptor, VESL
French and Indian War, NBE
Ghiberti, Italian sculptor, VEII

Insert:

Giovanni da Bologna, Italian sculptor, VEII
Halogeton (poisonous weed), FKUH; FGJL; UCD, K; UCK, K
Hildebrand, German sculptor, VELI
Hoffman, Malvina, American sculptress, VESL
Houdon, French sculptor, VEMS

Revise:

Hydrazines, change "CQY" to: CQZ

Insert:

Under Law, Laws, insert the reference: International, see International Law.
Luca della Robbia, Italian sculptor, VEII
Lysippus, Greek sculptor, VEGI
Macmonnies, American sculptor, VESL

Under Medicine, insert: Internal, HNPB
Meunier, Belgian sculptor, VENU

Under Music, Chamber, Scores of, insert line, indented like "Trios": Vocal, VXJ

Under Music, Form of composition, Cyclical, insert the note: Special forms see under the distinctive names.
Insert:

Under Music, Instruments, Wind, Woodwind, insert the note: See also under the special instruments.

Under Music, insert line, indented like "Symbols": Symphony, VWJP; VXMA; VXPJ

Revise:

Under Music, in the following seven lines, change "VVZ-" to: VWQ-
Copyright, VWQC
Dealers, VWQD
Mechanical rendition of, VWQL-T
Publication of, VWQ
Publishers of, VWQD
Recording mechanically, VWQR
Instruments, apparatus, VWQS

Insert:

Myron, Greek sculptor, VEO4
Nocturnes (Music), VWJY
Phidias, Greek sculptor, VEO4
Pisano, Italian sculptor, VEL4
Polycletus, Greek sculptor, VEO4
Powers, Hiran, American sculptor, VES4
Rauch, German sculptor, VEL4
Renouf, Émile, French painter, VLPF4
Rietschel, German sculptor, VEL4

Insert:

Rivera, Diego, Mexican painter, VEL4
Rodin, French sculptor, VEM4
Rondo (-s) (Music), VWJY
Saint-Gaudens, American sculptor, VES4

Revise:

"Sarrussophone," change to: Sarrusophone
Social organization, change "QCO" to: KCO

Insert:

Under Sonata, insert, indented: Scores, VXMB; VXOM; VXP1
Stevens, Alfred, English sculptor, VEO4
Story, W. W., American sculptor, VES4
Under Symphony, insert, indented: Scores, VXMA; VXPJ
Thorwaldsen, Danish sculptor, VEL4
Troubetskoy, Russian sculptor, VEO4
Usher, Leila, American sculptress, VES4
Ward, J. Q. A., American sculptor, VES4
LIBRARIES REPORTED AS BEING CLASSIFIED BY THE CLASSIFICATION

The City College of New York, original tentative classification in 1908, developed since.

UNITED KINGDOM.

British Coal Utilization Research Ass'n.
Central Office of Information, Social Survey Division.
City of London College.
Industrial Welfare Society, London.
Linnean Society, London.
Manchester Education Committee Library.
Ministry of Health, London.
Petrocarbons Limited, London.
Reading Institute of Education.
Royal Academical Institute, Belfast.
Royal Anthropological Institute, London.
Royal Institution, London.
University of Birmingham, Institute of Education.
University of Cambridge,
  Department of Experimental Psychology,
  Department of Experimental Zoology.
University College of Hull, Institute of Education.
University College of Leicester, Institute of Education.
University of London, Library of open-access to students.
  Bedford College for Women.
  Birkbeck College.
  Institute of Cancer Research, Royal Cancer Hospital.
  Institute of Psychiatry, Maudsley Hospital.
  Royal Holloway College.
University of Sheffield, Institute of Education.
Zoological Society, London.
  School Libraries.

Bridlington School, Yorkshire.
  Cranbrook School, Kent.
Elsfield School, Leamington Spa.
  Lady Eleanor Holles School, Hampton.
Mount School, York.
St. Swithan's Girls' School, Winchester.
Seventoak School.
Thistley Hough High School, Stoke-on-Trent.
Worthing High School for Girls.

OTHER COUNTRIES.

Africa.

Gordon Memorial College, Newbold Library, Khartoum.
Ibadan, Nigeria, University College.
Ibadan Teacher Training College.
Kumasi, Gold Coast, College of Science and Technology.
Nigerian College of Science and Technology.
Northern Regional Library System, Kaduna, Nigeria.
Zaria College, Nigeria.

Argentina.

Instituto Tecnológica de la Ministeria de la Industrio y Comercio de la República.

Australia.

University

Australian National Library, Canberra.

India.

Madras Medical College.
Tata Memorial Hospital, Bombay.

Malta.

Royal University of Malta.

New Zealand.

Ardmore Teachers' Training College, Auckland.
Christchurch Teachers' Training College.
John McGlashan College.
Otago Girls' High School.
Otago, South District, High School.
Otago University, Dunedin.
Rotarua District Girls' High School.
Southlands Girls' High School.

Norway.

Radiumhospitalet, Oslo.

Tasmania.

University of Tasmania, Hobart.